In part I we showed that, by changing the spatial arrangement of the elements of the masking stimuli that did not spatially overlap with targets, both metacontrast-like local interactions and more high-level attentional interactions take place in backward masking. However, it is important to ascertain whether masker-dependent differences in masking functions can be obtained also with spatially overlapping targets and masks, as in the case of pattern masking. For instance, Bachmann (1989) presented subjects with two spatially overlapping faces (S1 and S2) in rapid succession. Both S1 and S2 were varied between the trials. The task was to recognise both stimuli. The results showed that, with an increase in stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and after intermediate SOAs, S2 became strongly dominant over S1 even though S1 had a considerably higher level of intensity (and higher contrast) than S2. However, no explicit effort was made to analyse either the psychophysical contents or the visual category of S2 as predictors of masking strength.
processing, or to attentional-load related differences that push the system to analyse S2 instead of S1. Moreover, the similarity of the faces was not parametrically manipulated.
In this study we had two main goals: (i) by using experiments based on the strategy of systematically varying mask images, we tested how changes in configural characteristics and the spatial scale of the mask influenced perception of the backward-masked target images; (ii) we used different types of images as backward-masks and so could manipulate the extent of involvement of local mechanisms of contour interaction, the spatial-frequency content, and the meaningfulness (face-likeness) of the stimuli. This allowed us to test the validity of different backward-masking theories which could be used to explain the actual outcomes of masking, dependent on the content and form of masks. These theories are: (a) transient-on-sustained inhibition theory (Breitmeyer and Ganz 1976; Breitmeyer 1984; Breitmeyer and O ë g¯men 2000) ; (b) perceptual retouch theory (Bachmann 1984 (Bachmann , 1994 ; (c) and (d) attentional object-substitution theories (Bachmann and Allik 1976; Enns and DiLollo 1997, 2000; DiLollo et al 2000) ; and (e) local-contour-interaction theory (see Francis 1997 for an overview). A more detailed characterisation of the theories is given in the discussion parts of the present study.
Experiment
A highly influential line of theoretical thinking suggests that backward masking is a result of two main processesöinterchannel inhibition of the S1 sustained response by the fast transient response to S2 (which should lead to non-monotonic, U-shaped function of backward masking) and intra-channel inhibition between the sustained responses to S1 and S2 (Breitmeyer 1984; Breitmeyer and O ë g¯men 2000) . It is known that the responses of the sustained and transient channels are sensitive to the spatialfrequency content of the stimuli, with coarse (low-frequency) stimuli being effective input for transient channels and fine-scale (high-frequency) stimuli mostly influencing sustained channels. However, the theory of backward masking in which switching of attention from S1 to S2 is considered to be the main cause of backward masking at intermediate-to-long SOAs (Bachmann and Allik 1976; Michaels and Turvey 1979) and the metacontrast-based theory (Francis 1997) both predict the level of masking to be dependent on configural specification of S2 vis-a© -vis the configural properties of S1. To test whether the variations in backward masking that result from variations in the contents of masks fit with any of the above-mentioned theories, we varied the spatial-frequency content and configurational characteristics of the masking stimuli.
We kept the overall spatial-frequency content between different types of configural images at a comparable level and used masker images that were of an identical size and similar general visual appearance [this was different from the mask-changing manipulations used by Francis and Herzog (2004) , where the change of the size of masker was confounded with different types of masking effects]. We used the spatial-quantisation technique (eg Harmon and Julesz 1973; Bachmann 1991; Bhatia et al 1995) . The level of spatial scale with which the source-image detail was sustained in the quantised image could be manipulated parametrically. In spatially quantised images, in addition to spatial-frequency change, variable extent of disfigurement (figural distortion) can be introduced by quantisation (Bachmann and Kahusk 1997; Bachmann et al 2004) . By virtue of being composed of blocks of the same shape and size, quantised images had the same`texture appearance'. Also, identities and contours of most of the local features were dissolved in the masker images, provided that an intermediate or coarse scale of quantisation was used. (See figure 1 for examples of spatially quantised images.)
Most of the theories of masking are feedforward varieties of stimulus processing and interaction. As an exception, the re-entrance-based substitution theory of masking requires back-propagation from a higher-level node to the lower-level local-feature representation for the stimulus to become visible (DiLollo et al 2000) .
Importantly, different masks should provide the variable informational basis of perceptual individuation at the lower-level contact site of the putative re-entrance-based operations. These operations test sensory evidence in order to establish its correspondence to what is represented by the high-level node as a result of the preprocessing of S1. If different from those required by the processing of the initially presented target, the contents of the mask disturb the re-entrance-based recognition operations to an extent related to the difference between the target and mask contents. Depending on the differences between the masking power of different masks we can specify the characteristics of the putative re-entrant operations in explicit pattern recognition. S1 S2 Figure 1 . An example of a target face (S1) and four examples of the spatially quantised masking stimuli (S2). For S2, from top left, clockwise: intermediate-scale quantised face-mask, coarse-quantised face-mask, coarsequantised Gaussian noise, fine-quantised Gaussian noise öquantised face images for backward masks for each trial were derived either from source images of faces different from the target of that particular trial or the same face as the target of that particular trial.
It is known that the effect which different types of mask have depends on the task of the observer (Delord 1998 ). In order not to confound processes and tasks, we gave observers the same task throughout the experiment because our primary concern was to tap into different processes of pattern (object) recognition in backward masking, and thus compare different theoretical accounts of masking.
Three different types of configural pre-quantisation stimuli were chosen as sourceimages for preparing the masks. One type of source-image replicated the target at both the local-feature level and configurational level: in this case, the source-image identical with the target was quantised at different levels of spatial scale. If spatial scale was fine (detailed local image characteristics were kept because of very small sizes of quantisation blocks), then S1 as the target and S2 as the mask essentially replicated each other, with the mask having more local noise at the local-feature level, despite the essentially identical holistic configuration. The other type of source-image for the mask replicated the target at a very general configurational level common to the same category of objects (eg faces) but was different in terms of local features and subtle spatial characteristics of configuration. In this case, a face different from the target, quantised at different levels of spatial scale, was used. The obvious method of control over the spatial-frequency contents, apart from configural information, would be to use broadband Gaussian noise with power spectra similar to the spectra that are typical for faces. In this case, spectrally tuned mechanisms of spatial-frequency analysis of the target were contaminated, but some information about spatially nested configuration was kept. Thus, the third type of masking stimulus was a source-image that had facetypical broad-band Gaussian noise in it, but no facial configuration; this image was also quantised over changing levels of spatial scale of quantisation. The backward mask sets the later stages of processing into conflict between the target and mask, and it does so at different structural levels of image description depending on the type of mask: (i) With a Gaussian noise mask, no as-strong attentional competition, in terms of object substitution, was expected as occurs with different-face masks, and we hypothesised that there would be considerable release from masking at long SOAs compared to masking with different faces.
(ii) In the same way that, for different-face masks, a fine scale of quantisation provides stronger metacontrast influence on the target contours compared with a coarse scale of quantisation, for Gaussian noise masks we expected an increase in masking with increasing fineness of quantisation. (iii) Because at the same level of spatial quantisation the generalised spatial-frequency content of different masks was kept the same (while configuration was varied), we did not expect there to be differences in the degree of backward masking between different masks at intermediate-to-longer SOAs (implicating interchannel interaction) if transient-on-sustained theory was the sole way to explain backward masking in these conditions. (iv) Because masks which have a facial configuration provide stronger capacity for attentional capture compared with noise masks, we expected stronger masking by different faces than by noise if attentional object substitution theory was a valid explanation. (v) As masking at the shortest SOAs is thought to depend mainly on intra-channel inhibition when S1 and S2 are integrated we expected both noise masks and differentface masks to produce strong masking and to be equally influential, and same-face masks to produce weak masking at the shortest SOAs.
2.1 Methods 2.1.1 Participants. Five subjects (two males, three females) with normal or corrected vision participated in the experiment.
2.1.2 Stimuli and apparatus. Stimuli were presented on a PC screen with a refresh rate of 85 Hz. Eight grey-scale images of male faces chosen from Stirling University's pool of facial images were used as target stimuli. The chosen faces were without easy cues for identification such as spectacles, facial hair, and baldness. Masking stimuli were prepared by spatially quantising (`blocking') non-quantised source-images. As such, masking stimuli were prepared either from Gaussian broad-band random noise with a power spectrum of frequencies typical to human face images or from facial images that were used also as targets.
Three types of masks were prepared: (i) quantised noise masks; (ii) quantised replica images of the target faces of the same trials; (iii) quantised images of sourcefaces that were different from faces used as targets in the same trials. All stimuli, masks, and targets alike, were an identical size of about 2.8 horizontal degrees of the visual angle from the viewing distance of 40^50 cm. Regardless of the trial type and stimulus type, masking stimuli were quantised by similar values: the square-shaped blocks in the quantised images had a diameter of 6, 8, 11, 16, or 23 screen pixels. This amounted to 23, 16.5, 11, 8.25, or 5.7 blocks per image along the horizontal diameter, from the finest to the coarsest level of quantisation, respectively. The`textural' appearance of the different types of configural stimuli was very similar. In figure 1 , an example of a target stimulus and several examples of quantised masking images can be seen.
2.1.3 Procedure. In each trial, subjects had to identify a target face which was randomly chosen from the pool of eight grey-scale facial images; targets were always backwardmasked by spatially quantised masker images (see figure 1) . The type of mask (3 types) and level of spatial scale of quantisation (5 levels) were chosen randomly for each trial. Subjects initiated trials by clicking on the icon`next trial' on the computer screen. After 600^1000 ms a target image was presented as S1, followed by a spatially overlapping, quantised masker image (S2). Target duration was 23 ms; masking stimuli were presented for 83 ms. Five SOAs were used: 23, 46, 70, 93, and 117 ms. SOAs were chosen randomly for each trial. Subjects indicated their responses by clicking on one of the eight images of stimulus alternatives that appeared in a row of eight faces in the upper part of the computer screen a few seconds after stimulus exposure. Each subject performed between 1000 and 1200 trials (5209 trials overall), which, for the whole group of five subjects, amounted to roughly 70 trials for each unique combination of conditions. The difference in the number of trials per subject was caused by time limits of participation in the experiment. Performance under the conditions of fatigue was avoided.
Results and discussion
Overall, quantisation scale did not have any significant effect (F 4 16 0X63, p 0X651; figure 4 ). This is partly because different types of S2 images (masks) were associated with different types of configural effects which were dependent on quantisation level, so cancelling out each others' effects. Similarly, the effects of SOA were cancelled out by the mutually opposite effects of other factors so that the overall effect of SOA remained short of significance (F 4 16 2X66, p 5 0X071). However, the overall effect of the type of mask was highly significant (F 2 8 19X33, p 5 0X001). (The higher the numerical value of blocks per image diameter, the finer the scale of masker quantisation.) This is to be expected, because of a decrease in the rate of confusion between S1 (the target) and S2 (the mask) when blocks are smaller and face identification becomes easier. (Confusion rates remained more or less the same over different SOAs, but increased by about 30% [from 15% to 50%] with an increase in fineness of quantisation from 5.7 blocks to 23 blocks per image diameter.)
The backward-masking effect of the quantised noise mask was more or less the same, regardless of the scale of quantisation (figure 2). This contradicts our second hypothesis and casts doubt on the exhaustive explanatory power of the metacontrastlike inhibitory interaction between local contours of S1 and S2. Also, in the present experimental context, the backward-masking theories that assume strong sensitivity of masking mechanisms to the spatial-frequency content of the stimuli (eg transienton-sustained inhibition theory) do not receive conclusive support. Attentional theories that assume replacement of S1 by S2 for focal-attentional analysis to be the main mechanism of masking are consistent with the results because a change in spatialfrequency content should not make a big difference to the attention-capturing power of a meaningless patch of the quantised Gaussian noise.
Backward masking by different-face masks increasingly deviated from the level of masking achieved by noise masks and substantially increased (ie the recognition rate decreased) with a progressively finer scale of quantisation of S2 (eg M [SE] 36X8% [2.51%] with the coarsest scale of quantisation and M [SE] 10X9% [1.67%] with the finest scale of quantisation). This supports our fourth hypothesis. The higher the capacity of S2 to capture and engage attention, the stronger the backward masking, given that processing mechanisms prefer processing S2 anyway.
The effect of the type of masker strongly depended on SOA (respective interaction had F 8 32 6X78, p 5 0X0001). This finding contradicts our third hypothesis. In figure 3 we see that same-face masks allow a high recognition rate (ie they have a weak masking effect) and there is a tendency for recognition rate to decrease with increase in SOA. With increasing time interval there was less integration between the stimuli, 41%] for different-face masks with SOA 117 ms). As the spectral components are similar but configurational similarity with the target is quite different for these two types of mask, this result supports masking theories that accept the importance of meaningful configurationsensitive processing and do not regard straightforward spatial-frequency-dependent transient-on-sustained inhibition solely responsible for mask effects. Thus our first hypothesis is supported. The fact that a high level of backward masking of a face by a different-face mask persisted with SOA 117 ms is consistent with recent data by Liu et al (2002) . They found face-selective cortical MEG responses for categorisation of a stimulus as a face at 100 ms post-stimulus and for discriminating facial identity at 170 ms post-stimulus. (Also, bear in mind that in the pre-experiment control trials with targets presented without a mask the correct identification rate was 87%.)
At short SOAs, the equally strong masking of noise masks and different-face masks and the negligible masking of same-face masks supports our fifth hypothesis which suggests the involvement of integrative masking mechanisms with immediately successive S1 and S2. Although noise masks and different-face masks are initially similar in terms of their masking power at short SOAs, there are clear-cut differences in the effects of these masks at long SOAs, and so we must conclude that the effects of local sensory interaction mechanisms of masking (eg Francis 1997) There is no significant interaction between SOA and scale of quantisation (F 16 66 0X993, p 0X475). The effects of other factors cancel out any possible dependences. In general, the flat masking functions of the scale of quantisation as dependent on SOA (forming a closely spaced bundle of graphs, as seen in figure 4) refer to the general lack of importance of straightforward spatial filtering in explaining face recognition and masking. (Remember that all stimuli are quantised by the same procedure with the same number of blocks per image and have similar spatial-frequency spectra.) It is the configurational relationship between targets and masks that affects the degree of masking. Higher level operations of visual cognition related to configuration processing, categorisation of facial images, and attentional capture seem to be the most important factors.
All types of masks had a similar, relatively strong general masking effect when quantised at the coarse end of the spatial scale (see figure 2) . The capacity of the coarse-quantised mask images to interfere with target processing was therefore validated for all types of masks. As mask quantisation moved towards progressively finer quantisation levels, different types of mask led to conspicuously different results. With same-face masks, the finer the scale of quantisation the higher the rate of correct identification and the weaker the masking (largely as a result of the local spatiotemporal integration between S1 and S2 and the increase in S1^S2 confusions where correct responses for S1 are based on S2 recognition). Identification rate was lowest and masking strongest at the longest SOAs. (Again, this is largely due to the decrease in the number of times masks are confused with targets because larger SOAs do not allow sensory integration of stimulus traces and S2 can be better differentiated from S1 in time.) The correct identification rate with different-face masks was lower than with same-face masks, and indicated that the dependence of performance on the scale of quantisation is in the opposite direction to that observed with same-face masks: the finer the quantisation of the mask, the more difficult it was to identify targets correctly and strong masking prevailed. In other words, an increase in the face-likeness of mask configuration and its meaningfulness increased the power to mask the preceding target. Whereas with noise masks there was no change in identification rate if masks were quantised over a progressively finer scale, with meaningfully structured stimuli the attention-capturing potential was the most important factor in our version of backward masking. Sensory characteristics and transient-on-sustained inhibition cannot be the cause of differences in masking because face-masks and noise masks had comparable size, spatial-frequency content, and luminous intensity. In backward masking with very short SOAs, the quantised noise mask and the quantised different-face mask produced equally low levels of identificationöie masking in both cases was strong. This shows that noise masks have sufficient masking power at early integrative levels of image processing and they should not be regarded as weak masks in principle (eg contrary to the four-dot masks in the substitution-masking studies by DiLollo, Enns, and their associates). SOAs in the range of 12^37 ms permit integrative masking at the initial stage of sensory filtering where raw image formation takes place. Quantised noise and structural information from a different face also interfere well with sensory processing of target features. When the SOA was increased from approximately 60 ms to 120 ms different-face masks sustained a strong backwardmasking effect. Noise masks allow better target identification at larger SOAs.
How do different theories of backward masking stand the test in light of our empirical results? Let us characterise the main backward-masking theories and juxtapose theories with our main empirical facts.
3.1 Transient-on-sustained inhibition theory Sensory stimuli are processed by two functionally different afferent systems: (i) slow sustained channels that process detailed features of stimuli and their fine-scale pattern and that are tuned to high spatial frequencies; (ii) fast transient channels that signal sudden appearance of objects and movements, and that are tuned to low spatial frequencies. According to this theory, backward masking at intermediate and longer SOAs results primarily from the interchannel inhibition of the slow sustained response to the target (S1) by the fast transient response to the mask (S2) (Brietmeyer and Ganz 1976; Breitmeyer 1984) . For a target to be perceived, the time-consuming processing by sustained channels should be executed and respective activity should persist for some time. Presentation of the mask some time later will produce a fast transient response that inhibits target-related sustained activity and target perception will become impaired before the target has been explicitly recognised. The interchannel inhibition is most efficient at SOAs above 30^50 ms. There is also a within-channel inhibition between sustained responses to S1 and S2, with signal-to-noise ratios of the stimuli becoming mutually diminished. This theory does not explain why masking by noise masks when SOAs are increased beyond 33 ms becomes weaker than masking by different-face masks, although the capacity to engage transient-on-sustained inhibition is the same for these two types of masks. If mutual within-channel inhibition of the sustained responses to target and mask is hypothesised to explain backward masking then it is difficult to understand why different-face masks and noise masks produce equally strong masking with the shortest SOAs but a different effect with long SOAs. Also, because transient-on-sustained inhibition should predict sensitivity of masking to spatial-frequency content of the mask, it is difficult to understand why, for noise masks, recognition rate does not depend on spatial-frequency content (figure 2) and on SOA (figure 4).
Perceptual retouch theory
There is a widely accepted distinction between two types of brain systems: the sensory systems for stimulus-specific phenomenal content and the systems for providing the sufficient level of cortical activation that is necessary for permitting these contents to become explicitly represented (conscious). The latter provides an enabling factor that is required for awareness, but does not directly contain specific contents of conscious experiences (Bachmann 1984; Baars 1995; Bogen 1995; Llina¨s and Ribary 2001; Rees et al 2002) . The neurons of the content-specific system are termed`drivers' and the neurons of the conscious-state systems are termed`modulators' Koch 1998, 2003; Sherman and Guillery 1998) . Drivers that have small receptive fields and that respond to stimuli with a very short delay are modulated by the facilitatory input from the content-free`modulators' of the so-called non-specific thalamus (Magoun 1958; Purpura 1970; Bachmann 1984 Bachmann , 1994 Bachmann , 1997 Steriade et al 1990; Steriade 1996a Steriade , 1996b Steriade , 1997 . The drivers encode specific stimulus properties and features such as size, local edges, orientation, colour, and motion. The thalamic structures, termed`non-specific' (eg intra-laminar nuclei, pulvinar, and nucleus reticularis), do not participate directly in the operations of encoding the contents of specific sensory information, although their efferents are projected onto specific cortical driver-neurons. They modulate the level of activity of the drivers, regardless of the specific signals that evoked the activity within the specific system in the first place. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio or gain of the activity of cortical driver-units that signals the presence of some sensory feature (or combination of features) is altered.
Perception of the newly appearing stimulus is serviced by two types of processes: (i) fast stimulus-specific responses by drivers and (ii) a slower, spatially dispersed modulation via the collaterals through non-specific thalami. As the latency of the cortical response to non-specific modulation is about 40^70 ms slower when compared with the afferent latency of the specific cortical neurons (in response to the actual stimulus input), the driver-neurons, initially activated only by the specific afference, have to wait for the arrival of the stimulus-related modulatory input. This secondary input has been shown to be necessary for explicit perception (awareness) of the stimulus information pertaining initially to preconscious specific representations (Bachmann 1984 (Bachmann , 1994 Newman 1995; Baars 1995; Steriade 1997; Llina¨s and Ribary 2001) .
In terms of the retouch theory (Bachmann 1984 (Bachmann , 1994 (Bachmann , 1997 , the temporally delayed and spatially diffuse modulation from the modulators, which is targeted at the specific cortical neurons that carry preconscious information about the specific stimulation content, serves to`retouch' that content for visual awareness (explicit representation). Initially, at the onset of stimulation where any locally preceding visual input has not been presented, the modulation through non-specific thalami (or the change in the dynamic characteristics of this modulation, such as the phase of the oscillatory activity) takes considerable time to become effective. Consequently, the latency of sampling of the specific stimulus-signals for explicit representation is initially slow. The newly presented stimulus (eg S1) cannot be explicitly recognised very fast. The slow non-specific modulation that is necessary for explicit representation and that was evoked by the target arrives at a cortical specific level of feature representation with a delay that is comparable to the values of intermediate SOAs (about 50^80 ms). At the moment when this modulation arrives at the cortex, the newly acquired specific signals of the mask information (that have the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio in the cortex just at that moment) arrive through the fast specific channels and take advantage of the modulation that was set in motion by the preceding target. The mask dominates explicit representation because the specific signals of the preceding target are more decayed at this critical moment and the specific signals of the mask are less decayed.
Our results for different-face masks show that recognition rate decreased for finescale masks and intermediate-to-long SOAs. For the perceptual retouch theory, this result is natural: the dominance of S2 is facilitated by feedforward modulation anyway, and if S2 represents a stimulus with higher categorical salience and relevance (ie category-likeness to faces and fine-grain quality of depiction more similar to nonquantised target images) then it better captures and engages attention and dominates response. It is a more natural competitor for S1 and thus replaces S1 as an object of focal attention. Thus the retouch theory should be supplemented by an attentional theory of masking: they complement each other. If a noise mask (as S2) is retouched for explicit representation instead of the target, its irrelevance for the task can be determined faster than the irrelevance of the different-face mask, given that fine-scale quantisation is used. At intermediate and longer SOAs, which are the critical intervals for the preferential retouch of S2 instead of S1, this leads to stronger masking with different-face masks than with noise masks. Because retouch theory is invariant to spatial-frequency spectra of the stimuli, it is unsurprising that our data show no difference in recognition rate for noise masks that are spatially quantised at different levels of spatial scale.
3.3 Attention switch from S1 to S2 as the cause of backward masking Bachmann and Allik (1976) explain masking at short SOAs as a consequence of the decrease of discriminability of target features in an integrated target-plus-mask representation. However, when S1 is already encoded at the integrated (iconic) objects level, then, as a next step, a category search for it begins. When the features of S2 are integrated before the encoding of S1 is completed and a distinct visual object in the shape of S2 becomes visible, it replaces the`old' icon with the representation of a new object. The SOAs typical for attention switch from S1 to S2 are thought to be around 50^100 ms.
This theory predicts stronger backward masking with S2 masks that have higher attentional salience and meaning and the best expression of this tendency to occur at intermediate and above-intermediate SOAs. This was the case in our experimental data. Different-face masks were stronger backward masks than noise masks at relatively longer SOAs. Also, masking with different-face masks became systematically stronger with a finer scale of spatial quantisation. If the mask represents a stimulus with higher categorical salience and relevance (ie category-likeness of faces and fine-grain quality of depiction more similar to nonquantised target images), then it better captures and engages attention and dominates response. It is a more natural competitor for S1 and thus replaces it as an object of focal attention. The fact that spatial scale has no effect with noise masks can be seen to be a result of the equal power of the different meaningless patterns of visual noise to capture attention, whether fine-scale or coarse-scale.
Substitution theory of backward masking
According to the substitution theory of backward masking, target-related information is processed sufficiently to retain the information about the target's feature-based identity, yet insufficiently to establish an explicit conscious representation that would allow an explicit report of the target as a distinct object (Enns and DiLollo 1997, 2000; DiLollo et al 2000) . Before this can happen, the newly arriving mask-related signals are processed at the level of mask features which are different from those presumed by the target to be the visual object. The re-entrant signals from the object-representation or pattern level (the level of perceptual object hypotheses) of the preceding stimulus do not match mask-related features at the lower level. This leads to abortion of the target-object processing and a continuation in processing of the mask features so as to establish the mask as the new perceptual object for visible representation. The representation of the new object replaces the forming representation of the old object. If attention is focused on target location right from the onset of the target appearance and if the backward mask which is used cannot be classified as a strong mask (eg four small dots surrounding a target instead of a typical metacontrast mask) then there is no backward masking: before mask signals are iterated in the re-entrant loops instead of the target signals, there will have been enough time for attentional contact with the initial target representation in order to protect it from masking, and so the target recognition rate is high.
This account may be redundant if the first feedforward instant of convergence of the target-related signals from the local-features level onto the object-representation level is sufficient for explicit representation of the target. Then the postulated re-entrant cycles of mutually supportive activity between object-representation level and the corresponding feature-processing level are not necessary. The dependence of substitution masking on the extent to which attention is focused on the location of the target and mask can be explained in at least two ways: first, because local edge processing mechanisms are less directly related to the attention system than non-local objectrepresentation mechanisms (Enns 2002) , and second, because it is necessary for there to be extra time for re-entrant iterations in order to build up visible representation for the target object when it cannot capture attention quickly enough as a result of the presence of distractors (Enns and DiLollo 1997) .
In terms of substitution theory, the degree of success in identifying the backwardmasked target (S1) will depend on the capacity of the spatially quantised masker (S2) to substitute S1, and on the capacity of S1 to resist replacement by S2. How might our experimental data look in the light of this conjecture? The finer the scale of quantisation of the different-face mask, the more difficult it was to identify the target. For the substitution theory it is a mixed case. The finer the quantisation, the smaller the difference between the mask and the expected face-like spatial structure which is assumed by the perceptual hypothesis that originated from the target. The time taken to establish a difference between S1 and S2 and to abort the target-related initial processing will be longer. Thus, the target should have higher chance to be processed by the attentional contact and push through to the response level. It becomes easier to avoid the effects of the mask before it has been established that S2 is either worthy of processing as the stimulus that conforms to the response set, or not. In this version of the substitution theory the continuation or abortion of the putative re-entrant processes has to be decided by the analysis at the generalised visual-categorical level of processing. And this version of the substitution theory does not fit our present data. However, if quantisation is as fine as possible and S2 therefore resembles a face to the maximum extent, it should effectively capture and engage attention and dominate perception (it is harder for the processing system to ignore S2), with S1 being lost. This interpretation allows the substitution theory of backward masking to be reinstated because it is a theory that is explicitly declared to be an attentional theory. (For instance, see the classic dependence of substitution-masking on the distribution and focusing of spatial attention in space and timeöEnns and DiLollo 1997; Neill et al 2002.) If S2 is a stronger competitor for attentional resources, substitution should be stronger, which is consistent with our data.
There is one more problem though: experiments on substitution masking typically manipulate attention by spatial cueing and spatial uncertainty (eg when distractors are included in the display and compete with the target for attention). In our experiment there is no spatial uncertainty, and spatial attention is always unambiguously focused on the location of both the target and the mask.
If it is assumed that the criteria of similarity between the two successive images are tested not at the visual-categorical level but at the finest possible local level of features (and holistically over the whole image), then it would be possible to detect the difference between the target and the following mask right at the outset of the first re-entrant processing cycle. Different predictions again point in opposite directions in our experimental context. First, a coarse level of quantisation of a different-face mask allows the mask image to be differentiated from the target image early and easily, because observations at the local-feature level mostly relate to feature differences between S1 and S2, whichever part of the image is locally analysed. Thus S1 integration by re-entrant processing will be terminated quickly, leading to masking that is stronger for coarser-quantised masks. This again contradicts our empirical results. The second version of the entry-level interpretation, on the contrary, permits the substitution theory to be accepted as valid. Let us assume that what is computed is not the holistic difference in local detail between S1 and S2 in the raw image contrast layout, irrespective of the type of images involved (in which case the larger the total difference between S1 and S2, the faster the abortion of the previous processing cycle), but assume instead that the analysis of mutual correspondence between the two face-like image descriptions is carried out by local comparative analysis of the S1^S2 layout only after the image descriptions are adjusted to the face-prototype mode (guided by face-specific spatial operations in a top^down manner from the generalised face template or prototype). In this case, the similarity of the S2 image to a face becomes important. First of all, it is necessary to activate face-typical layout at the entry-level, based on the S1 and S2 image descriptions and guided by top^down signals from higher categorical levels. Only after this a comparative analysis in order to decide if abortion of S1 processing is needed or not will begin. Then, the finest details of depiction (ie the smallest pixels that accompany the fine-scale quantisation) provide signals for fast abortion of the previous processing cycle right at the beginning of the new signal analysis, because the difference between two faces can be established faster when the images show greater resemblances to faces. A masking stimulus with larger uniform squares as pixels provides fewer local features that would compete with local features in the preceding target-face image and establish a new cycle of the re-entrant feature-testing.
Future research should help to decide between these considerations about the nature of the putative substitution by a replaced re-entrant cycle. Moreover, it is our hope that substitution theory will be developed to a level that would allow the ambiguities of interpretation expressed above to be overcome.
The local contour interaction theory of backward masking
In a set of theoretical accounts of backward masking it is assumed that lateral inhibitory interaction between sensory mechanisms that analyse and encode local features (such as contours) leads to masking (for reviews, see Breitmeyer 1984; Francis 1997) . The stronger the similarity between target and mask contours, the stronger the masking effect. The findings of our experiment suggest that local inhibitory interaction between sensory features of the two successive stimuli may take place with shorter SOAs, up to about 70 ms, but not with longer SOAs. But even the evidence for metacontrast type of local sensory interaction is not conclusive because there is not any substantial difference in the effect of noise masks with different quantisation levels over the different SOAs. In principle, the more densely spaced the mask contours and the contrast gradients are, the stronger the metacontrast should be.
It is most likely that two successive integrated objects become the competitors for the limited resources of and for attentional treatment in the working memory (Bachmann and Allik 1976) or for two different Gestalt interpretations (Leeuwenberg et al 1985) . Typically, the succeeding item wins this competition. This is the case even if there is only one target token in S2 and two target tokens in S1 (as in part I). If the succeeding item has a high potential to be categorised and identified, it captures and engages attentional resources to the maximum extent. Indeed, in backward masking, the coarse-quantised same-face mask, coarse-quantised different-face mask and noise masks at any level of coarseness are compatible in terms of masking power (35%^48% correct) yet not perfect as maskers, whereas the fine-quantised different-face mask virtually blanks out the previous target from explicit representation (11% correct, ie at chance level): it is easy to categorise and identify, however different it is from the identity of the target.
The relatively low identification rate of the target (25%^45%) and the well-expressed masking with both fine-quantised noise masks and coarse-quantised noise masks emphasise that it is not only the stimuli with high levels of meaningfulness and interpretability that are good backward-maskers (by removing processing resources and engaging attention), but, also, more or less random visual structures with approximately the same spectral content tend to replace previous stimuli in visible representation. Yet the spectral content alone is not the defining factor for masking power, because fine-quantised different-face backward masks have a much greater power of masking (11% correct, ie below chance level) than fine-quantised noise masks (about 30% correct recognition).
To summarise, different masking theories cannot solve the problems of masking separately. They should be combined in order to create a complex, yet comprehensible mode of interaction for the different mechanisms involved in visual backward masking. Some of the results of our experiments (part I and this study) are compatible with all the well-known theories of backward masking. However, if we look at the whole set of empirical findings in toto and concentrate on intermediate-to-longer SOAs, it appears that the results require an explanation that acknowledges mechanisms of backward masking which include the mandatory attentional switch from the first to the following integrated object. It should be noted that a more complex theory involving attention is necessary even without typical substitution-masking conditions (such as distractors and/or common-onset and asynchronous offset displays).
